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TECHNICAL NOTE 
ON INTEGRATING OBJECTS AND 
RELATIONS USING MULTIMETHODS 
CHRISTOPHER P. HIGGINS 
I> Many object-oriented logic languages treat methods as distinct from predi- 
cates. Often this is because the language uses an owning object approach: 
there is one distinguished type of object which "owns" the method, and 
implementations are chosen based only on this single type. This contrasts 
with the multimethod approach where an appropriate implementation of a 
method is chosen based on the types of several arguments. In this paper, 
we present a language using the multimethod approach. This generalizes 
previous approaches to object-oriented logic programming, and leads to an 
elegant integration of objects and relations. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 <1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In object-oriented programming, overriding is a key concept in systems based on 
inheritance. Dobbie and Topor [7, 8] and Abiteboul et al. [1] have studied 
inheritance with overriding in logic languages, showing that it can be captured in 
logic programs with negation. 
In Dobbie and Topor's Gulog [7, 8], a type inherits any methods defined on its 
supertypes. Methods are special atoms defined by clauses indicating the types of 
the object involved. For example, 
{x: t r}x[m ~a]  
defines a method called m on the type or. This method maps any object of type tr 
to the value a. The method is inherited by subtypes of tr. 
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Methods can be overridden by subtypes. For example, assuming that r is a 
subtype of o-, 
{x :  }x[m --,b] 
overrides the method m inherited from or. This overriding method maps any object 
of type ~- to the value b if B holds. 
For example, a circle type may define a method to draw itself. A filled circle will 
override this method to fill its interior. Other parts of the program need not be 
concerned with the details of drawing circles: a filled circle will be drawn correctly, 
even if its calling code only knows about circles. 
Gulog's declarative semantics defines a minimal model for programs. For our 
example, a minimal model could contain either 
{a[m~b] ,B}  or 
{a[m ---) a]} 
assuming a is of type z. In this case, the first one is preferred to the second, 
corresponding to our intuition about overriding. 
This intuitive semantics for overriding can also be formalized by translating to 
logic programs with negation: 
m(x,a)  (---g(x) A ~(z (x )  AB)  
m(x,b)  ~ "r(x) AB  
captures the same intuition in a more traditional syntax. 
Notice that there is nothing very significant happening to the x in this pattern: 
the key work of overriding is being done by the -~ B condition. In particular, we 
can extend the pattern like this: 
m(x,  . . . . .  x , ,  a)  <-- o r (X l , . . . ,  Xn) A (T(X 1 . . . . .  In) A B)  
m(x ,  . . . . .  x , ,b )  ~ z (x , , . . . , x , )  AB  
where o- and z are now checking several arguments. This easy extension yields the 
notion of multimethods where the selection of method depends on more than one 
argument of the method. In our example, exactly the same kind of overriding is 
being performed as before, but now on all of x l , . . . ,  x n. 
As an example of multimethods, consider deciding whether two shapes intersect. 
Assuming we have several kinds of shapes (circles, squares, triangles, and so on), 
we can write intersects as a multimethod: 
{ x : circle, y : triangle} intersects( x, y)  (--- ." 
{x: square, y :circle} intersects( x, y ) (--- .." 
{ x : ellipse, y : rectangle} intersects( x, y)  (-- "" 
Gulog uses the owning object approach to methods where each method is owned 
by one class of object, and message dispatch considers the type of only one object 
in the message. While this is also the most common approach in imperative 
object-oriented programming, it distinguishes one particular argument of a predi- 
cate from all others, and in a relational language, this lack of symmetry is 
unsatisfactory. 
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There are other simple extensions to the original pattern. For example, 
m(x,  . . . . .  x n, a , , . . . ,  am) ~ Or(X  1 . . . . .  Xn) A -7 ( ' r (x ,  . . . . .  X,,) /", B )  
m(x I . . . . .  xn ,b  1 . . . . .  bin) ~ , / - (x  1 . . . . .  Xn) AB 
showing a multimethod which yields several "results." In the original, Gulog 
methods distinguish one particular argument as the result of the method. 
These methods are all functional in that they are intended to yield only one 
answer (which is difficult to ensure when the methods are defined by clauses). 
Gulog also allows set-valued methods which can have more than one result: 
{x:o'}x[m--,{a,b,c}]. 
This means that for objects of type or, the method m can have the value a, b, or c. 
This is another simple extension to the basic pattern 
m(x,a) ¢--- o-(x) A ~(~'(x)  AB) 
m(x,b) ~ o-(x) A ~( , r (x )  AB) 
m(x,c) *-- o-(x) A ~(~'(x)  AB) 
m(x,d) *--~'(x) AB. 
Gulog's set-valued methods do not manipulate sets; they are a rather awkward way 
of combining methods and relations. 
(In Section 2, we shall extend the basic pattern again to motivate some of our 
definitions.) 
These simple patterns how that integrating objects in logic programming using 
a borrowed notion of owning object with single result sits uncomfortably in a 
relational anguage. This approach is not unique to Gulog, as it is also used by 
Abiteboul et al. in their work on methods [1], by Lakshmann and Jamil in their 
work on behavioral inheritance [10], and by F-logic [12, 13] which influenced Gulog 
and Lakshmann and Jamil's ORLog [10]. 
Each of these treats methods and predicates as distinct concepts. We present a 
language, R, treating methods and predicates uniformly. Every predicate is also a 
method, overriding on a certain number of arguments. The uniform treatment of 
methods and predicates leads to a clean integration of objects and relations. 
We show that Gulog's model-theoretic semantics can be extended gracefully to 
deal with the multimethod approach. We also extend Gulog's translation to logic 
programs with negation thus formalizing our introductory remarks. We simplify 
Gulog's syntax by using an ordinary (typed) predicate language and dropping the 
distinction between functional and set-valued methods. Methods now define rela- 
tions; trying to define functions is an orthogonal extension. 
The next section defines the syntax of R. We define programs, and give a 
syntactic ondition for when one clause can override another. Section 3 discusses 
the semantics of R, defining preferred models and stratified programs. Section 4 
translates to locally stratified logic programs, proving the correctness of the 
translation. Section 5 draws the paper to a conclusion. 
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2. AN OBJECT-ORIENTED RELATIONAL LANGUAGE 
Our purpose in this section is to define programs and the key concept of possibly 
overrides. Possibly overrides is a syntactic condition on clauses saying when one 
clause may override another. To do this, we need to understand the type hierarchy 
and the set of types a predicate may have. 
The symbols of FI consist of  the following disjoint sets of  symbols: 
• the set T of types; 
• the set C of constants; and 
• the set P of  predicates. 
• for each type z, a set V~ of variables; 
• the set { ~,  A } of connectives; 
• the set {:,(,),,} of  punctuation. 
We define the set of variables, V, as V= U ~ TV~. Note that variables are typed; 
inferring types of variables would be a distraction. 
We now define a type hierarchy among constants and types and a type relation 
extending the type hierarchy to include variables. 
Let R be a given partial order on T, and let ± = {rE T Io -Rz~ ~r= 7} be the 
leaves of the order. Let h be a mapping from C to T such that ± _ range(h). 
Now, the type hierarchy of the alphabet is the reflexive, transitive closure of 
bUR.  
Clearly, the type hierarchy is a partial order, and each constant has a least type 
assigned by h. Moreover,  every type is greater than some constant, as each leaf has 
some constant. So, no type is empty. 
We include the variables as follows: let f be the mapping on V to T such that if 
v ~ V~, then f (v )  = r. We define the type relation to be the reflexive, transitive 
closure of  h U fU  R. 
We shall denote both the type hierarchy and type relation using < relying on 
context to clarify which is meant. As usual, x <y  shall mean x <y  and x 4=y. 
Let t be a constant or a variable and let 7 be a type. If t < z, then we say that t 
has type 7. If  t has type 7 and there is no cr such that t < o-< r, then we say that r 
is a root of t. It is clear that if o- is a root of t, then it is unique; we shall denote 
the root of t by t. 
Each predicate of arity k is associated with a k-ary tuple of type symbols, the 
tupl e being called its type. 
Now, we define terms, atoms, clauses, goal programs, and substitutions all with 
respect to language FI. 
• I f  t is a constant or a variable, then t is a term of type z if and only if t < 7. 
• If p ~P  with arity n and type (r 1 . . . . .  7 n) and t l , . . . , t  n are terms of types 
71 . . . . .  % respectively, then p(t 1 . . . . .  t~) is an atom of type (71 . . . . .  7n). 
• If A ,  B1 , . . . ,B  n are atoms, then A ,--B 1 A .-- AB  n is a clause. 
• I f  B1, . . . ,B~ are atoms, then ~-B  IA - . .  AB~ i sa  goal. 
• A program is a finite set of clauses. 
• A substitution 0 is a function from V to (C U V) such that O(x)<x for 
each x. 
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We need to know when a clause may override another one. For example, given 
C =p(s  1 . . . . .  s~) ~ U 
D- - - -p ( t l , . . . , tk )  ~ V 
how do we choose between C and D for a goal involving p? We need to know the 
arguments to override on, and we need to be able to compare the types of those 
arguments. 
We associate with each predicate symbol a method arity 0 < m < k where k is 
the total number of arguments of the predicate called simply "arity" from now on. 
The method arity is the number of arguments that the predicate overrides on. We 
allow overriding on any number of arguments, including zero and all, in contrast o 
the original Gulog where m = 1 was always true and k was at least 2. By 
convention, the overriding arguments for a predicate are in positions 1.. .  m. 
For a k-ary predicate symbol p of type (z 1 . . . . .  *k), we can form its set of types 
pr  = {(0-1 . . . . .  0-k)~ Tkl0-i < T i for each i ~ {1...k}}. 
Let p have method arity m. We form a part i t ionp E of pT into classes of types 
as follows: 
(0-1 . . . . .  o-k) ~ [(~-1 . . . . .  zk) ] ~ 0-i = zi for each i ~ {1. . .m}.  
This partition gathers together types which are the same on the overriding argu- 
ments of the predicate. If m = 0, then there is only one class, and if m = k, then 
every type is in its own class. 
Our interest in this partition is that there is a natural partial order on pE 
defined as [(Yl . . . . .  Yk)] ~-~ [(31 . . . . .  6k) ] if and only if yi < 6 i for each i ~ {1 . . . . .  m}. 
We arbitrarily extend this partial order to a total order of p e. Thus, for any x and 
y in pE, we have exactly one of x <y,  x =y  or y <x. This partition allows us to 
compare the types of just the overriding arguments of a predicate. 
There is another generalization of the overriding inheritance pattern which we 
can use. Consider the clauses 
m(x l , . . . , xn , r  1 . . . . .  r~) 
m(y  I . . . . .  yn ,s l  . . . . .  sk) ~ B(y  I . . . . .  yn ,s  I . . . .  ,s~) 
where we are overriding on the first n arguments on m. Being explicit about the 
arguments of predicates, we rewrite this into predicate logic as follows: 
m( x I . . . . .  Xn , r  1 . . . . .  rk )  ~--  O' (X  1 . . . . .  Xn)  
AB(Xl  . . . . .  x . , s l  . . . . .  
m(y l  . . . . .  y , , s l  . . . . .  sk) ~ B(y l  . . . . .  y~,S l , . . . ,Sk ) .  
Notice the parameters to the B condition. None of the r parameters i used in 
the test of B which is correct: we are trying to determine if we should prefer some 
other terms. Our final extension is to say that perhaps we can use some of the r 
arguments in the condition. Our extension takes the following clauses: 
m(x 1 . . . . .  Xn , f  1 . . . . .  f t , r ,  . . . . .  rk) 
m(y l  . . . . .  Y, , f ,  . . . . .  f l ,  s, . . . . .  sk) *-- B(Ya . . . . .  Y , , f l  . . . . .  f , ,  s I . . . . .  sk) 
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int6these clauses: 
m(x,  . . . . .  x , , f l  . . . . .  f , , r  1 . . . . .  rk) ~ ~r(x, . . . . .  x , )  
A O-(x,  . . . . .  x , )  
AB(x ,  . . . . .  x , , f l , . . . ,h , s ,  . . . . .  s , ) )  
m(y,  . . . . .  yn , f l , . . . , f t , s ,  . . . . .  sk) ~- B(y l  . . . . .  Y , , f ,  . . . . .  f t , s ,  . . . . .  Sk). 
Notice that for overriding to occur, the "middle" arguments (f~ in these examples) 
must be identical, but that we are not checking their types. 
This gives us three different types of arguments for a predicate: the arguments 
we are overriding on, arguments that are fixed for overriding, and arguments that 
may vary. We introduce another arity for predicates, their result atity, which says 
how many arguments may vary. We shall adopt the convention of having the 
overriding arguments in the first m positions, the result arguments in the last r 
positions, and the other arguments in between. For a predicate of arity k, we have 
that m + r < k. 
Now, we can answer our earlier question on when overriding can occur. Let p 
be a k-ary predicate with method arity m and result arity r. Suppose P is a 
program with clauses C and D, 
C=p(s l , . . . , xk )  ~ U 
D =p( t  1 . . . . .  t~) +-- V 
such that 
[s,,...,sk]-< [t,,...,tk] 
with respect o pC. Then for ground instances 
C'=p(u l , . . . ,Um, fm+l  . . . . .  fk , , sk  r+l . . . . .  Sk) ~ U' 
D'  =p(u  I . . . . .  Um, fm+l  . . . . .  f k_ r , tk_ r+ l  . . . . .  tk) ~ V'  
and C and D, where s i :~ ti for some i ~ {k - r + 1...  k}, we say that C' possibly 
overrides D ' .  
Possibly overrides is a syntactic condition saying when a clause may override 
another: it does not force overriding to occur. Whether it does or does not is 
decided by the models of a program. 
Some examples will help to clarify the definitions. Let p be a ternary predicate 
with m = 2 and r = 1, and suppose our program contains the clauses 
C=p(x~,yT ,c  ) ~-u  
D =p(xv ,ys , f )  ~ v 
where 3' < o- and 6 < r. As m = 2, we have that [(y, 6,f)] _< [(o-, r,c)], from which it 
follows that for 
C' =p(a ,b ,c )  ~u '  
D '  =p(a ,b , f )  ~v '  
D'  possibly overrides C'.  
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Suppose, instead, that T < 8. Now, there is no natural ordering of the tuples 
(or, ~',c) and (y, ~,f), but recall that we have a total order on pe  so one type will be 
smaller than the other, leading to a preference between the ground instances in 
this case as well. 
For another example, consider this situation: 
C=p(x~) , -u  
D =p(x~)  *-- v 
with m = 0 and k = 1. In this case, there is only one element of pE, and so no 
clause can possibly override another. We have ordinary (typed) predicates. 
Let us go the other way, and suppose instead that m = k = 1 (and so r = 0). 
Then, every type of p forms its own class in pE. However, since there is no 
argument in {k - r + 1.. .  k}, no clause can possibly override another clause. Again, 
the effect is to provide ordinary, typed predicates. 
Consider another example, this time with three clauses: 
C =p(x,~,h) 
D =p(x~,g)  
E=p(xv ,h  ) 
where a < 3' < r< ~r. We can now have that p(a,h) possibly overrides p(a,g), 
which possibly overrides p(a, h). So, our semantics must deal with cycles in the 
possibly overrides relation. 
Our definition of possibly overrides encompasses more clauses than the original 
Gulog. As well as allowing overriding on several arguments, we allow differences in 
any other arguments to trigger overriding. For example, using predicate notation, 
Gulog allows overriding in this case: 
p(a ,u l  . . . . .  uk,b ) ~ U' 
p (a ,u  1 . . . . .  uk,c ) ~ V' 
but not in this case: 
p(a ,b ,u  1 . . . . .  uk) ~-- U' 
p (a ,c ,u  1 . . . . .  uk) ~ V' 
where we make no distinction between the two cases. (Recall that for Gulog, the 
method arity is always 1.) This is not merely a trivial syntactic difference: for 
Gulog, there can be only one argument of difference, and it must be the "result" 
argument. 
The result and method arities of a predicate allow us to state precisely the 
relationship between Iq and Gulog: Gulog is the sublanguage of Iq where for every 
method, p ,m = 1 and r = 1. 
Why is the relation called possibly overrides? As we have said, overriding in this 
sense means that an atom which we would expect to be true may be false. 
However, overriding may not take place for two reasons: first, the body of the 
possibly overriding clause may be false anyway; and second, the body of the 
overriding clause may be false. 
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The second reason requires us to "wait to see" if the overriding atom is true 
before deciding to look at the possibly overridden atom. This is called dynamic 
inheritance. 
In the area of logic programming and deductive databases, we have the tech- 
niques needed to express this notion of "waiting to see": priority relations where 
ground atoms are assigned priorities. We will assign higher priorities to overriding 
atoms, and lower priorities to possibly overridden atoms. 
3. A SEMANTICS OF FI 
The semantics of R uses the same approach as Gulog [7, 8]. In particular, we 
restrict our attention to typed Herbrand structures, modify the definition of 
satisfaction appropriately, and restrict the class of models to those that respect 
inheritance and overriding. 
A term assignment is a function t, on C U V to C that is the identity on C, and 
for x ~ V, v (x )  < x. 
Let I be a typed Herbrand interpretation, p( t l , . . . , t  n) an atom, and v a term 
assignment. Then we define 
• I~  v p( t  1 . . . . .  t n) if and only if p(v( t  1) . . . . .  v(t,)) ~ I ;  
• I~  AAB if and only if I~  A and I~  B; 
• I~  A ~B if and only if I~  A or it is not the case that I~  B; 
• I ~v Vx~ A if and only if I ~ A for every term assignment /z, which is just 
the same as v except on x~. 
Let P be a program with ground clauses C and D, and let I be an interpreta- 
tion. Then C overrides D if and only if C possibly overrides D and the bodies of C 
and D are both true in I. 
Let P be a program and let I be an interpretation. I is a model of P if for 
every ground clause C of P, C is true in I or there is a ground clause D in P such 
that D overrides C with respect o 1. If every ground clause of P is true in I, then 
we say that 1 is a classical model of P. If at least one ground clause of P is false in 
I, then we say that 1 is an overriding model of P. 
Clearly, classical and overriding models of P are disjoint and together comprise 
the set of all models. 
In general, there is no smallest model for a program. Consider 
re(a) 
m(b)  ~q 
where a < o- and b < T < o-. This program has two minimal models, neither of 
which is contained in the other: {m(a)}, which is classical, and {m(b), q}, which is 
overriding. (Note that {m(b)} is not a model.) 
Dobbie and Topor [7, 8] defined a preferred model for Gulog using intuition 
about inheritance to define the priority relation in the style of Przymusinski [16]. 
We use the same approach ere. 
We define < as the smallest transitive relation on the Herbrand base of a 
program P such that for any ground clauses 
super =A +--A 1 A ... AA~ 
sub=B*-B  I A ' ' '  AB~ 
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of P where sub possibly overrides uper we have 
• A<_A~ fo r i~{1 . . . .  ,n}; 
• B<__Bj fo r j~{1, . . . ,m};  
• A<Bj,  forj~{1,. . . ,m}; 
• A<_B.  
Let N and M be two distinct models of a program P. Then we say that N is 
preferable to M, (N << M) iff, for every atom A in N - M, there is an atom B in 
M - N such that A < B. We say that N is a preferred model of P if there are no 
models of P preferable to N. 
Lemma 3.1. Let P be a program in which no clause is possibly overridden by another 
clause. Then P has a unique minimum model which is a preferred model. 
PROOF. With no overriding, all models are classical. [] 
C~cles in the priority relation can cause trouble. Let p and q be binary 
predicates, both with method arity 1 and result arity 1, and consider the following 
program: 
p(x,T,b) 
p(x~,c) ~q(s , t )  
p(x~,b) ~-q(s,u) 
q(x~,t) 
q( xt3,u ) ~p(  a,b ) 
q(xr,t) ~p(a ,c )  
where we are assuming that a < tx < r < ~r, and s < 3' </3 < a, and that b, c, t, and 
u are of appropriate types for their use above. For this program, we can derive the 
following set of ground clauses: 
p(a,b) (1) 
p(a,c) *--q(s,t) (2) 
p(a,b) ~q(s ,u )  (3) 
q(s,t) (4) 
q(s,u) ~p(a ,b )  (5) 
q(s,t) ~p(a ,c ) .  (6) 
Now, we have that (1) possibly overrides (2) which possibly overrides (3). We also 
have that (4) possibly overrides (5) which possibly overrides (6). For our priority 
relation, we now obtain 
p(a,b) <q(s,t) <p(a,b) 
from (1), (2), (4), and (5). Similarly, we obtain 
p(a,c) <q(s,u) <p(a,c) 
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from (2), (3), (5), and (6). Now, consider the interpretations 
N= {p(a ,b ) ,q (s ,u )}  
M= {p(a ,c ) ,q (s , t )} .  
Both of these are minimal models of the set of clauses, and we have that N << M 
and M << N. 
To characterize the class of programs which have a preferred model, we can 
look for syntactic conditions to block cycles in the priority relation. Inheritance 
stratification [8] performs this task. 
A program P is inheritance stratified if there exists a mapping p. from the 
Herbrand base to the natural numbers uch that for all ground clauses 
super=A ,--A 1 A ... AA  m 
sub=B~BiA . . .  AB  k 
where sub possibly overrides uper we have 
• ~(A i) ___/~(A) for each i in {1 . . . . .  m}; 
• p.(Bj) _</z(B) for each j in {1... k}; 
• /.~(Bj) </~(A) for each j in {1... k}; 
• /z(B) _</x(A). 
It is clear that the example program above is not inheritance stratified. 
We now want to show that every stratified program has a unique preferred 
model. Our strategy will be to partition the program into strata, and show that 
given a unique preferred model for the first k -  1 strata, we can obtain a unique 
preferred model for all k strata. A simple induction on the number of strata 
needed for a program will complete the proof. 
However, due to cycles in the possibly overrides relation, there may not be an 





where y< ~-< ~r, we may obtain that m(a,b)  possibly overrides m(a,c)  which 
possibly overrides re(a, b). We can however, decorate the clauses and partition the 
decorated clauses: 
{m(a,b)  v} U {m(a,c)T} U {m(a,b)'~).  
Our partitioning is essentially inheritance stratification with the cycles broken by 
considering the types involved. 
Let p(t 1 . . . . .  tmtm +I . . . . .  t k) be an atom where p is a predicate with method arity 
m. Then we say that p(tl , . . . ,tmtm+ 1 . . . . .  t k) is of type t 1 . . . . .  tm.  
Let C =A ~A~/x  ... AA ,  be a clause where A is of type ~-. Then we say that C 
is of type r. 
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Let U and V be the ground atoms 
U=p(t  1 . . . .  ,tk_r,Uk_r+l . . . . .  Uk) 
V=p( t  I . . . .  , tk-r ,Vk r+l . . . . .  Vk)" 
We say that Uconflicts with V iff (c  k ~+~ . . . . .  u k) 4: (vk_r+ l . . . .  ,vk). 
Let P be a program. Then the set of decorated atoms of P is 
A t = { A ' IA  is a ground instance of an atom B of P and ~- is the type of B}. 
The set of decorated clauses of P is defined as 
P~ = {C' IC is a ground instance of a clause D of P and ~- is the type of D}. 
If M is a set of ground atoms, then we define M t as follows: 
Mt={A'~At lA~M}.  
Let C ~ be a decorated clause and let A '~ be a decorated atom. Then C ~ 
conflicts with A ~ if the head of C conflicts with A and r :~ o-. 
We define an ordering on pt. Let P be a program with ground clauses C and 
D: 
C =A ~-A 1A --- AA  n of type ~r 
D =B ~-B  1A ..- AB  m of type z. 
Then C '~ -< D ~ if /x(A) < p~(B) or C possibly overrides D and or < ~-. 
For a stratified program P, this ordering induces an inheritance partitioning, 
P~ U -.- t0P~, of pt such that if C 'EP[ ,  D~P/ ,  and C ' -<D% then i <j .  Let 
P~ u ..- u P[ be an inheritance partitioning of P. Then we define P /= {C IC '~ 
P[ to ... to P/} for each i ~ {1...  k}. 
Finally, we define 
M Sk = {A[A  ~A 1 A "-- AA  n is a ground instance of a clause in PI U -.. to Pk}. 
Now we are ready to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. Let P be a stratified program and let P~ U ... UPS+ 1 be an inheritance 
partitioning of  P. Suppose PI u ... to Pk has a unique preferred model M k. Then 
there exists a unique minimal extension of  M i to a unique preferred model M k + 1 
of  P. 
PROOF. Let P[ U --- U P~ be defined as 
P~ =P~+I  - { C~ ~P~+II C~ conflicts with A '~ ~Mk}.  
Due to the ordering on P[ to ..- UP~+~, if C ~ conflicts with A~M k, then the 
clauses defining A will override C in a minimal model of P. We can drop them. 
Now, consider P* = Pn to Mk. No clause in P* is possibly overridden by another 
clause in P* because all clauses come from P~+I and the partitioning forbids 
overriding within a partition. Therefore, P* has a least model, M* say. We show 
that M* is the unique preferred model of P. 
First, we show that M*~ P. We know M*~ P*= PR U M k. So suppose C = 
A ~-A  1 A ... AAn  EPk+ 1 and {A1, . . . ,A  .} ~M*.  Now, if C~PR, then M* ~C.  
Otherwise, if C ~ Pn, then C is overridden by some clause in P1 to "'" to Pk with 
respect to M k, so again M* ~ C. It follows that M* ~ P. 
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Now, we show that M* is a preferred model for P. Suppose we have some N 
such that N~M* and N<<M*.  Now, we must have that NSk=M k since, if 
N $ k c Mk, then N $ ~ << M k for P1 U "'" U P~, a contradiction, and if M k c N $ k, 
then N differs from M* at a level less than k+l ,  and so N could not be a 
preferred model of P. 
So N extends M~, but M* is the minimal extension of M~ as it includes only 
those consequents not overridden in P1 u -.. u P~. Thus, N ¢ M*, and it follows 
that M* is a preferred model of P. 
It also follows that M* is the unique preferred model since, for any preferred 
model N of P, N $ k =Mk, but M* is the minimum extension of M k, so N=M*.  
[] 
The lemma leads immediately to: 
Theorem 3.1. Every inheritance-stratified program has exactly one preferred model. 
PROOF. Let the level of a stratified program P be the smallest k such that P has 
an inheritance partitioning P( u ..- u P~. Prove the result by induction on the level 
of the program using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, [] 
The definitions of priority order and inheritance stratification in this section are 
identical to those of Gulog. The difference between R and Gulog lies in the 
definition of possibly overrides where fl is more general. Gulog and R agree on 
methods with m = r = 1. 
4. TRANSLATION TO LOGIC PROGRAMS 
In this section, we present a translation from R programs to logic programs with 
negation, and prove the equivalence of inheritance stratified R programs with their 
locally stratified translations. 
Let P be an R program. We define the logic program P '  corresponding to P. 
Initially, P '  = •. Our first step is to deal with the typed language. 
For each constant c with root or, we add the clause 
, - -  
to  P' .  Let R be the given partial order on T. Form the set of direct subtypes as 
follows: 
R o = {(o- ,z )  ~ Rl~r < T and there is no y such that ~r< y< r}. 
Then for each (or, z)  E RD, we add the clause 
• (x )  ,--  
We do not need to change terms or atoms; however, clauses need to be rewritten. 
Let C be the clause 
p(x~ . . . . .  Xm,fm+l . . . . .  fk r,Sk r+ l , ' ' ' ,Sk )  
O(X l  . . . . .  Xm , fm+l  . . . . .  fk r, Sk r+ 1 , ' ' ' ,  Sk) 
of type (z 1 . . . . .  %)  be a clause of P. C will be rewritten into two clauses: an 
applicability clause and a definition clause. The applicability clause is 
APZl . . . . .  Zm(Xl . . . . .  Xm,fm+l . . . . .  fk - r )  
~-- "J' l(X,) /~ "'" A Tm(Xm) 
A B(  x , , ' " ,Xm, fm+ ,. . . . .  fk - r ,Sk r+ , . . . . .  Sk) 
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where Ap'r I . . . . .  z m is a new predicate symbol used only for the application of p to 
1"1 ,  • • • ,  O'm" 
This clause says when the current definition of the method can apply. (It may 
not apply if it is overridden elsewhere.) Note that as there can be several clauses 
defining p on ( r l , . . . , rm) ,  so there can be several applicability clauses defining 
Apr  1 . . . . .  r m. We call the head of an applicability clause an applicability atom. 
For the definition clause, we need to know all the types that are less than 
(~-1 ... .  , T m). In fact, it suffices to know the subset of subtypes which define a clause 
for the method p. Suppose this subset is 
{<O'l[,. . . ,O']m>,...,~O']l, . . . ,O'1m~ }• 
Now, our definition clause for C is as follows: 
p(X  I . . . . .  Xrn,frn+l . . . . .  f k - r ,Sk_ r+ l  . . . . .  Sk) 
, -  .~ , (x , )  A . . .  A %(x, )  
A a (  x,  . . . . .  x , . , f~+ , . . . . .  f k - r ,Sk - r+ l . . . . .  Sk) 
A ~ ApO'l, . . . . .  O - l , . (x  , . . . . .  Xm, fm+l  . . . . .  fk r) 
A ~Ap~r, ,  . . . .  ,o'l~(x , . . . . .  Xm,fm+, . . . . .  fk r)" 
The definition clause maintains the original body and adds that no subtype method 
is applicable. 
Finally, we add to P '  all the applicability and definition clauses of all clauses 
appearing in P. P '  is now the translation to P. 
Proposition 4.1. I f  P is inheritance stratified, then P'  is locally stratified. 
PROOF. Let /z be an inheritance stratification of P. Construct v as follows 
• For each ground type atom o-(a), v(cr(a)) = O. 
• For each ground atom A in the body of a clause C and not appearing in the 
head of a ground clause of P, v(A) =/z(A).  
• For each ground atom A in the head of a ground clause C of P, v (A)= 
~(A)  + 1. 
• For each ground applicability atom A, if B~ . . . . .  B, are all the bodies 
defining A in P ' ,  and j=max( (k [ / z (b )=kAbEBi ,  i~{1 . . . . .  n}}), then 
v(A)  =j  + 1. 
We show that v is a local stratification of P ' .  
Suppose A ( -A  1 . . . . .  A n is a ground applicability clause of P' .  Then each A i is 
either a type atom or a method atom. If it is a type atom, v(A  i) <_ v (A)  
immediately. If it is a method atom, then v(A  i) < tz(A i) + 1 < v(A) .  
Suppose A ~-A~ . . . . .  A,  is a ground definition clause. Each A i can be either 
• a positive type atom, in which case its level is 0 and certainly v(A  i) <_ v(A); 
or 
• a positive method atom, in which case I.t(Ai)<_t.z(A) , and so v(Ai)_< 
Iz(A i) + 1 _</x(A) + 1 = v(A); or 
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a negative applicability atom, K. Now, v(K)= k, where k -  1 is the maxi- 
mum of any B in a body defining K. By inheritance stratification, /z(B) < 
/~(A) for any such B, so k </z (A)  + 1 = v(A) .  [] 
Let I be an interpretation of an inheritance stratified program P. Form I '  and 
I" as follows: 
I '  =OU { o-(a)[a ~ C Aa  < o-} 
I" = I '  
0 {AIA  ~ B~ A "" A B n is a ground applicability clause of P '  
and {B 1 . . . . .  Bn} _cI'}. 
I" is the translation of I. 
Proposition 4.2. I f  I is a model of  P, then I" is a model o f  P ' .  
PROOF. Clearly, all ground clauses dealing with the type hierarchy are satisfied by 
our collection of type atoms. 
Suppose A ~A 1A . . -AA  n is a ground applicability clause. As each A i in 
{At . . . . .  A n} is a type atom or a method atom, it is clear that if {A1, . . . ,A  n} c_I", 
then {A 1 . . . . .  A n}_cI',  and so A e l l  
Suppose A , - -~ AA 1A ... AA k A -~B t is a method definition clause, where 
E are the type guards of the clause, A 1A .-. AA k is the original body, and 
B~ A ... A -7 B t are the applicability atoms. 
Suppose then that ~ 0 {A1 . . . .  , Ak} c 1" and {Ba . . . . .  B l} (~ I" = Q. We show 
that A ~ I". 
As ~ c I", it follows that A obeys the type restrictions of I. As {B~ . . . . .  B t} n 
I" = 0 ,  it follows that A is not overridden in I. As {A 1 . . . . .  Ak} c_I", we must have 
that {A1 . . . . .  Ak}CI .  But now it follows that A e l ,  from which we have that 
A ~ I", as required. [] 
Theorem 4.1. Let P be an inheritance stratified program, and let M be its unique 
preferred model. Then the translation of  M, M '  is the perfect model of  P' .  
PROOF. Suppose that there is some model N '  of P '  such that N '  <<M' .  Now, 
consider N the set of atoms obtained from N '  by dropping all type atoms and 
applicability atoms. 
First, we show that N is a model of P. Let C =A *--A a A .-. AA ,  be a ground 
clause of  P, and suppose {A ~ . . . . .  An} c N. If A ~ N, then we are done. Suppose A 
is not in N. Then A is not in N" either, as we did not delete any method atoms. 
Now, the translation in C gives the following method clause: 
A ~- -~AA 1 A --. AA n A mS 1 A "" A --7S k. 
We know that ~ is true since C is a ground clause of P. We know that the 
A 1 . . . .  , A n are true by assumption, so we must have that one of the S i is true in 
N". It follows then the A is overridden in N, and so that C is true in N. 
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Now, we will show that N'  << M" implies N << M, yielding a contradiction. 
Assume there is some A ~ N - M. Then A ~ N' - M',  and hence there is some 
B ~ M' -N '  such that A < B with respect o P' .  
Now, M' contains the minimal number of type atoms, so any type atom in M' is 
also in N'. It follows that B is not a type atom. If B is an applicability atom, then 
there must be some method atom C ~M'  -N '  such that B _< C wrt P' .  But then 
we must have that A < C wrt P. If B is a method atom and A <B wrt P' ,  it 
follows that A < B wrt P. It follows that N << M, which is a contradiction. [] 
5. CONCLUSION 
Gulog [7, 8] is a language for object-oriented logic programming with an easily 
understood semantics for inheritance and overriding. Gulog uses the "owning 
object" approach to methods where selecting a method at run-time considers only 
one argument of a predicate. In this paper, we have extended this to allow 
overriding on any number of arguments. This allows us to treat methods and 
predicates uniformly, thus cleaning up the integration of objects and relations. 
Multimethods are popular among LISP-based object-oriented systems uch as 
CLOS [1] and Dylan [9]. Both CLOS and Dylan allow fixed arguments (i.e., 
arguments which do not participate in the overriding). As function-based lan- 
guages, they, in principle, return only a single result, but there are means to return 
multiple values. 
There are many other approaches to object-oriented logic programming based 
on terms [2], theories [14, 15], and processes [3]. (Davison's urvey [5] is a useful 
introduction to the area.) Abiteboul et al. [1] report similar results to Gulog for 
inheritance with overriding in a Datalog-like language, but do not consider multi- 
methods. 
Gulog's more ambitious ancestor F-logic [13] does not consider multimethods 
either. It would be interesting to see if F-logic generalizes as easily as Gulog does 
to accommodate multimethods. Multimethods have been investigated formally in a 
A-calculus setting by Castagna et al. [4]. 
Given that the basic language of Gulog extends o easily to the relational case, it 
does not seem unreasonable that extensions to the original Gulog also can be 
applied to the relational version here. For example, Dobbie has considered adding 
negation, roles, and aggregates [6]. Future work could also include investigating 
bottom-up and top-down evaluation methods which Dobbie [6] has already defined 
for Gulog. 
The multimethod approach suits a relational style of programming. Multimeth- 
ods can be simulated in languages without them, but at the cost of increasing the 
complexity of designs [17]. Recall our earlier example of writing a method for the 
intersection of shapes: 
{ x : circle, y : tr iangle} intersects(  x ,  y )  <-- . ' .  
{ x :  square,  y :c i rc le}  in tersects (x ,  y )  <-- . . .  
{ x : el l ipse, y : rectangle} in tersects (x ,  y )  ~ ... 
For each pair of shapes for which we wish to provide a specific method, we add a 
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new clause. In Gulog, we have to work harder: 
{ x : circle} x[  intersects@y ~ true] ~ y[  circle_intersects@x ---> true]. 
{ x : square} x [ intersects@y ~ true ] ~ y [ square_intersects@x ~ true ]. 
{ x : ellipse} x[  intersects@y --* true ] ~ y[  el l ipse_intersects@x ~ true ]. 
{ x : triangle} x[  circle_intersects@y ~ true] ,-- ... 
{ x : circle} x[  square_intersects@y ---> true] ~ ... 
{ x : rectangle} x [ ell ipse_intersects @y ~ true ] ~ ... 
This technique is called double dispatch, and results in a more convoluted style of 
programming. On the other hand, the mult imethod style allows a direct expression 
of just what is required. 
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